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Geeks and Gurus, Inc. Merges with Salty Dog Solutions, LLC
Effective July 1st, 2011, Geeks and Gurus, Inc. of Detroit, Michigan will merge with Salty Dog
Solutions, LLC of Madison, Wisconsin and continue doing business as Geeks and Gurus, Inc.
Eric J. Selje, President of Salty Dog Solutions, will remain in Madison and continue to work with
existing customers as well as taking on new roles with Geeks and Gurus’ customers.
Salty Dog Solutions and Geeks and Gurus are both software development companies that strive
to provide quality, affordable data-based solutions. Each has a long history of building,
maintaining and supporting Visual FoxPro applications and both companies have aggressively
moved forward in Microsoft’s .NET environment. Our teams are equally comfortable with
traditional line-of-business applications as well as websites and web-based applications.
“I’m very excited by the opportunity to be working with Eric. I’ve known him for several years
and known of him for more. He’s always impressed me with his knowledge and interest in
software development.” said Stephen J. Bodnar, president of Geeks and Gurus. “By combining
our efforts, we will be able to give all of our customers even better service and position
ourselves for additional opportunities in the future.”
Our founders share not only similar histories, but similar values when it comes to the developer
community. Eric founded MadFox, the Madison FoxPro Users Group. Steve was one of the
original founders of DAFUG, the Detroit Area FoxPro Users Group. Each is currently active in
.NET user groups. Eric and Steve also both spend time speaking at developers’ conferences and
user groups. Each will be presenting two sessions at Southwest Fox in Gilbert, Arizona this
October. Eric has also been published in FoxRockX, “The ultimate magazine for the professional
Visual FoxPro developer.”
Salty Dog Solutions, LLC was created in 2006 by Eric J. Selje in Madison, Wisconsin. Salty Dog
focuses on affordable custom software and data-based solutions.
Geeks and Gurus was created in 2000 in Detroit, Michigan by Stephen J. Bodnar. The company
develops software and websites for small-to-medium companies all over the country. It also
provides “the I.T. side of A/V” services and equipment to conference and meeting planners
everywhere. The company currently has staff in Michigan and Virginia. See more at
www.geeksandgurus.com

